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In situ surface x-ray scattering is used to determine the stable oxygen-induced surface structure on Cu�001�
at high temperatures and under equilibrium oxygen pressure. The structure is composed of a c�2�2�-O adlayer
atop a randomly 3 /4-filled Cu layer for temperatures between 473 and 1000 K. Below 473 K, the vacancies in
the topmost Cu layer order to form a �2�2��2�R45° missing row structure. This order-disorder transition is
confirmed by first-principles calculations.
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Equilibrium structures of metal surfaces in reactive envi-
ronments determine their catalytic and other properties. Past
studies of the relationships between the atomic structure of
the catalyst and its catalytic activity and selectivity have
been primarily carried out near room temperature and in ul-
trahigh vacuum, conditions far removed from the typical
high-pressure flow environment of industrial catalysts. Re-
cent work, however, has shown that the surface structure of
operational catalysts can vary strongly with environment be-
cause of the pressure and temperature dependence of the sur-
face free energy.1–9 Indeed, there is growing evidence that
some catalytic reactions previously ascribed to pure metal
surfaces are actually effected by oxide surface phases.1–3 To
better understand catalytic reactions, it is imperative to both
identify and characterize the atomic structure of all phases
present on metal surfaces at elevated temperatures and
pressures.

Copper catalysts are heavily used in methanol and form-
aldehyde synthesis, two reactions in which oxygen adsorp-
tion is an important intermediate step.10–14 Previous low
pressure investigations of Cu �001� surfaces found that as the
oxygen coverage approaches one-half monolayer ��=0.5
ML�, the surface reconstructs to form a �2�2��2�R45°
structure, where oxygen atoms adsorb to every other fourfold
hollow site, and every fourth �100� row of the uppermost Cu
atoms is missing.15,16 These structural changes can have pro-
found implications on the catalytic turnover rate since sur-
face reactivity is closely tied to surface morphology and in-
duced strains.17 A necessary step toward understanding the
catalytic behavior of Cu is the characterization of surfaces
under equilibrium controlled temperature and oxygen partial
pressure conditions.

In this Rapid Communication, we present a structural in-
vestigation of Cu�001� surfaces at oxygen partial pressures
PO2

from 10−10 to 10−4 Torr and temperatures T from
300 to 1000 K, under flowing conditions. We use in situ syn-
chrotron x-ray scattering to demonstrate that between 473
and 1000 K, the stable surface structure is comprised of a
c�2�2�−O adlayer atop a 3 /4-filled Cu layer. Below 473 K,
vacancies in the topmost Cu layer order to form the previ-
ously observed missing row �2�2��2�R45° structure.
Density functional theory �DFT� calculations were per-
formed to determine the relative stability of these structures.

The experiments were carried out at the Advanced Photon

Source, Sector 12-ID-B, employing a specially designed re-
action chamber mounted on an eight-circle �Psi-c� diffracto-
meter. The chamber allows the study of samples from
300 to 1000 K in controlled PO2

.18 The samples are
200-nm-thick Cu �001� films grown on SrTiO3�001� sub-
strates by electron-beam evaporation.18,19 After entering the
reaction chamber, the samples are annealed at 973 K for 2 h
in Ar-2% H2 and then are cooled to the desired temperature
for study. The films are fully strain relaxed, with a typical
mosaic spread of 0.1° and a RMS roughness of 0.4 nm, as
measured by ex situ atomic force microscopy. Scattering
measurements were performed with 24 keV x rays, with in-
cidence and exit angles set at the critical angle �0.14°� or at
0.5°. Reciprocal lattice units �rlu� are referenced to the primi-
tive Cu surface unit cell throughout this Rapid Communica-
tion.

Examination of the in-plane scattering pattern at L�0
under different PO2

and T allows determination of the surface
phase diagram, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. We find three distinct
surface phases having 1�1, c�2�2�, and �2�2��2�R45°
symmetries. Above 473 K, increasing the PO2

above
�10−8 Torr leads to a decrease in the intensity of the 100
and other integer-order positions along the crystal truncation
rods �CTRs�. This is expected for O adsorption onto the Cu
fourfold hollow sites.16 Shortly after adsorption, superstruc-
ture rods �SRs� appear at the 1

2-order positions, as exempli-
fied by the 1

2
1
20 peak in Fig. 1�b�. These SRs are consistent

with the ordering of 0.5 ML of adsorbed O in a c�2�2�
arrangement. The narrow width of the 1

2
1
20 peak indicates

that the c�2�2�−O adlayer is well ordered, with a minimum
domain size of �260 nm. After stabilization of the SR inten-
sities, subsequent T and PO2

changes within the c�2�2�
phase field show little effect on peak intensities or shapes.
The resulting surface structure in this pressure regime is
therefore stable for ��0.5 ML. PO2

larger than 10−4 Torr
results in the nucleation and growth of Cu2O �001� islands18

and the gradual disappearance of the oxygen-adsorbed sur-
face structure. Reduction of the PO2

below the c�2�2�
nucleating pressure also has little effect on peak intensities,
indicating that the pressure boundary between the 1�1 and
c�2�2� structures is hysteretic. At sufficiently high T and
low PO2

, oxygen desorbs from the surface.
To solve the c�2�2� surface structure, we measured the
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integrated intensities of seven SRs and four CTRs, for a
sample at 3.8�10−6 Torr and 773 K. Standard geometrical,
Lorentz, and polarization corrections were used,20 and the
structure was refined according to the usual procedures.21

Four smaller data sets taken on other samples at similar T
and PO2

are in good agreement with the results reported here,
differing primarily by the overall scale factor.

The absence of intensity at the 1
4-order reflections rules

out the �2�2��2�R45° missing row structure. A simple
c�2�2�−O adlayer model provides reasonable agreement
with the intensity of the SRs. However, the agreement was
not satisfactory when CTR intensities were also included in
the refinement. Assuming the oxygen atoms to be adsorbed
as a c�2�2�−O adlayer in the fourfold hollow sites, we
focused on possible structures for the underlying Cu layer.
The large intensity reduction of the CTRs during adsorption
suggests the loss of Cu atoms in the topmost layer. Allow-
ance for this possibility produced the best-fit structure with a
reduced �2=1.4 for a top-layer occupancy of 3 /4. Other fit-
ting parameters included the Debye-Waller factors for oxy-
gen and the topmost Cu atoms, the oxygen surface coverage,
and a scale factor. The resulting structure is shown in Fig.
2�a�, where 25% of the topmost Cu atoms are replaced with

randomly distributed vacancies. Comparison between the
calculated structure factors from this model and the mea-
sured structure factors is shown in Fig. 2�b�. When the
c�2�2� surface is cooled below 473 K, 1

4-order reflections,
such as the 3

4
3
40 in Fig. 1�c�, appear. Figure 3 shows the T

dependence of this peak under different PO2
. In the vicinity

of the transition, the intensity of the 3
4

3
40 is fully reversible

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Surface phase diagram for Cu�001�-O.
The solid line is an equilibrium phase boundary between the �2�2
��2�R45° and c�2�2� surface phases. The dashed line is the hys-
teretic boundary for oxygen adsorption and desorption. Data points
are shown with symbols. �b�, �c� Characteristic in-plane scans
�L�0� along the H=K direction of the c�2�2� and �22�2�
R45° reconstructions are shown in �b� and �c�, respectively.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Illustration of the c�2�2� structure
with 1 /4 ML disordered Cu vacancies. Dashed square shows
�2�2�2�2� surface cell chosen as a local representation of the
structure for DFT calculations �spaced vacancy structure�. �b� Struc-
ture factors for the c�2�2� reconstruction, plotted vs reciprocal
space indices H and K. Areas of filled and open half circles are
proportional to observed and calculated structure factors, respec-
tively. Filled squares are bulk reflections.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the 3
4

3
40 peak intensity

under different oxygen partial pressures. Solid line is the best fit
to a 2D Ising model �Ref. 22�.
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with temperature and shows little hysteresis. The 1
4-order re-

flections are consistent with those of the previously deter-
mined �2�2��2�R45° missing row structure,15 demonstrat-
ing that this is an order-disorder transition, with a random
distribution of 1 /4 ML Cu vacancies in the topmost atomic
plane ordering themselves along every fourth �100� row
below 473 K.

To investigate the relative stability of the surface phases,
calculations were performed using DFT as implemented in
VASP23 with Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation
functionals24 and projected augmented wave potentials.25 Cu
�001� surfaces were modeled using periodic five-layer slabs
with the two bottom layers fixed at the theoretical bulk value
�3.636 Å� and a vacuum region of 12.36 Å. To compare the
stability of the c�2�2�−O adlayer with different Cu va-
cancy concentrations in the topmost layer, we have opti-
mized these structures for 0, 12.5, 25, and 37.5 % concentra-
tions using �2�2�2�2� supercells and several initial
structures for each concentration. The calculated lowest for-
mation energies per surface vacancy are −0.06, −0.21, and
−0.03 eV �using the chemical potential of bulk Cu� for the
12.5, 25, and 37.5 % concentrations, respectively. This re-
sults in surface energy differences of −0.02, −0.13, and
−0.03 J /m2 as compared to a surface with no vacancies, in-
dicating that the stable structure has 25% Cu vacancy con-
centration. For this concentration, the calculated total energy
differences among several possible vacancy configurations
�and with the same c�2�2�−O adlayer	 demonstrate the
missing row structure as the stable phase at low tempera-
tures. Many previous experimental observations and theoret-
ical calculations26–30 have considered the transition from the
c�2�2� structure with no Cu vacancies to the missing row
structure with an increase in oxygen concentration. Our re-
sults are in agreement with these studies in that the �2�2
��2�R45° missing row structure is stable for an oxygen
coverage of �=0.5 ML. Our study is aimed at the elucidation
of temperature-dependent surface phase transitions at fixed
oxygen coverage. The missing row configuration �Fig. 4� is
lower in total energy than the spaced-vacancy structure �Fig.
2�a� box	, by 0.13 eV and than the clustered-vacancy con-
figuration �Fig. 4� by 0.16 eV. The small difference between
these two values shows that repulsive interactions of neigh-
boring vacancies are weak, validating the assumption that the
calculated vacancy formation energy in the spaced-vacancy
configuration is the same as that in the random vacancy
configuration.

To compare the stability of the random vacancy phase to
that of the missing row structure with the same vacancy con-
centration of 25%, we have calculated the free energy differ-
ences as the total energy differences given above and
T-dependent configurational entropy term calculated as
S=−k� 1−�

� ln�1−��+ln���	, where � is the vacancy con-
centration. Comparison of the free energies shows that the
missing row configuration is stable up to 650 K, above
which temperature the random phase structure is more stable.
Calculated surface free energies for other copper vacancy
concentrations are higher than either of the 25% vacancy
structures in the whole temperature range from 0 to 1200 K.
These results are in qualitative agreement with our observed

phase transition temperature of 473 K, and show that the
order-disorder transition is indeed entropy driven.

The transition from a high-temperature random vacancy
phase to the �2�2��2�R45° ordered phase and vice versa
occurs through Cu vacancy diffusion. To show that such a
transition is not only thermodynamically favorable, but also
feasible from the kinetic point of view, the energy barrier for
vacancy diffusion was determined and compared to the bar-
rier for the bare surface. It was previously shown that surface
vacancy diffusion on Cu�001� is very fast31 implying a low
activation energy for vacancy diffusion on the bare surface.
Using the nudged elastic band method,32 we calculated the
energy barrier for the diffusion of a surface Cu vacancy on
the bare Cu �001� surface to be 0.54 eV, as compared to
0.42 eV in previous work.33 To model the order-disorder
transition, we calculated the energy barriers for vacancy dif-
fusion along paths that correspond to the transition from a
spaced-vacancy phase �taken as a local representation of the
random phase, Fig. 2� to the �2�2��2�R45° phase. In the
presence of the oxygen adlayer, the energy barrier remained
almost the same, 0.56 and 0.53 eV for the diffusion along
path 1 and path 2, respectively �Fig. 4�. This result is coun-
terintuitive since one expects that the oxygen adlayer will
increase the coordination of the topmost Cu atoms and thus
will stabilize the Cu structure, resulting in higher energy bar-
riers. The similarity of energy barriers of the surface with
oxygen adlayer to those on the bare surface suggests that the
diffusion of surface vacancies is barely affected by the pres-
ence of oxygen. Oxygen also retains its c�2�2� superstruc-
ture during Cu vacancy diffusion. Hence there is no kinetic

FIG. 4. �Color online� Top: Missing row �left� and clustered
�right� Cu vacancy configurations. Bottom left: Cu vacancy diffu-
sion energy barriers on bare and 50% O-covered Cu�001� surfaces.
The minimum between the barriers �NEB image 6� corresponds to
clustered vacancies. Bottom right: Diffusion paths 1 and 2 of the Cu
vacancy.
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hindrance to the order-disorder transition that we have
observed.

In summary, we find a temperature-driven order-disorder
transition in the 1 /4 ML Cu vacancy structure on a 0.5 ML
oxygen covered �001� surface. Both in situ surface x-ray
scattering and DFT calculations indicate vacancy disordering
from the missing row structure at elevated temperatures. This
phase transition is likely to have profound implications on

catalytic processes involving oxidative reactions such as the
partial oxidation of methane or methanol as well as the de-
velopment of subsurface oxygen for bulk oxide formation.
Such phase transitions are likely to occur in other systems
with strong adsorbate interactions and partially filled top
metal layers.
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